11th grade Advisory LIVE Question & Answer Form
Teachers: Type your students’ questions in the left column under “Question” (hint): if
you see a colored cursor, type in the box below that one! A counselor is waiting to
answer your question in the column on the right under “Answer” and will do so as soon
as possible.

Question

Answer

(Example) I will have most of my
No. We also do not have TA or
credits completed by the end of my Tutor positions.
junior year, can I have a late start or
early release next year?
Can we take classes/programs in
PSSC if we are already in full IB?

There would not be room in your
schedule to do both full IB and
PSSC, unless you pick the 3rd
session option through PSSC which
is 3pm to 5pm.

What if a Junior has all of his Math
credits already… Can he just take
an elective of choice?

We HIGHLY recommend you take
a math senior year, even though
you have met the graduation
requirement. Math is one of those
subjects that if you don’t use it, you
lose it, and most post secondary
programs require some kind of
math. It also opens doors for you.

He is currently taking Calculus.
Stats is his only other option?

What are the Career Programs
(IBCP)

Please contact Jeni McKay for
programs offered- I believe they are
flexible and will work with any
program!

If I do calculus in high school, will
that cover a calculus requirement
for a certain degree in college?

Depends on the school

Is the IB career program the same
as partial IB?

No. The differences are in the
videos. Partial IB is taking
whatever IB classes you are most
interested in. The CP program is

more specific and Ms. McKay can
explain the CP program.
Where can we find a list of IB
classes?

The course offering sheet (colorful)
on the TJ website has a complete
list of classes

Where can I find a list of options for
my health credit?
Does child development count for
this?

The Family Psych and Emergency
Response

If we have our world language
credits complete, what course can I
take in it's place rather than taking
the class again?

You can pick any elective, Music,
CTE, etc class you are interested in

Is a math elective any math class
taken beyond the required 3
credits?

It’s a 3rd year of math

Which science do I put if i'm taking
biology and env science im also in
leadership im divided on how this
works

I would check in with your science
teacher for guidance on what the
best next course for you would be

Isn’t 3 years of math required, so an
elective would be the 4th year? Or
is it anything beyond Algebra 1,
Geometry, or Algebra 2. Thanks so
much…..

3 years of math is required. The
way StudentVUE breaks it down is
Algebra 1, Geometry, and a “math
elective” which can be any math
class (most commonly, Algebra 2
but can be PreCalc, Calc, Stats,
Bridge to college, etc.)

Are there IB electives that are only
one semester?

No, they are full year classes.

Can you go fully rs if you still need
credits at tj?

Yes, must have 2.0 and pass
placement tests and be responsible
and motivated. Also have your own

transportation. Classes you take at
RS count for TJ!
What class should i put if i am
taking ngss phys in universe/ what
about history, i am taking ethnic
stdy

Any science you are interested in.
IB Env, Forensics, IB Chem, or IB
Sports.
Please schedule an appointment
with your counselor if you have
questions on specific
recommendations!

Is there an elective for cooking?

Nutrition and Wellness/Culinary arts
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(Example) I will have most of my
No. We also do not have TA or
credits completed by the end of my Tutor positions.
junior year, can I have a late start or
early release next year?
This is unrelated to registration, but
how do I turn in my service hours?

Under Portfolio, then “Experiences”
in Maia Learning.You can visit this
website to see a step by step video:
https://www.fwps.org/Page/4845

ib senior year do we absolutely
have to take a world language?

It’s recommended, and you should
meet with Ms. Harem to ensure you
are testing in the correct areas

Does earning an A or B in an IB
There is no form you need to fill out.
Math and English class
automatically cover the SBA, or
does a student need to fill out some
form?
Do we still have to do 24 hours of
community service?

Yes it was only waived for this year
seniors because of Covid.

I took one year of Japanese and
another year of French. Do I need
to take another class for world
language?

You need two years of the same
world language for college.

I’m a junior right now. How many
credits do I need to graduate in
2022?

26

Does pssc affect me getting

No

elective credits if I need them?
Do I still need to take the traditional
ELA class if I’m also taking Speech
and Debate /Poetry?

You can take Speech and Debate
for your senior English or Poetry.

I’m currently .5 short a P.E credit,
and i’m not sure if there is room in
my schedule to take a class. How
would I be able to get that credit?

Contact your counselor to problem
solve.

A student wants to take English
Yes that would work!
AND Speech and Debate next year.
Would she enter one of those
classes as an elective? (She wants
Speech and Debate to make up for
a previous English credit)
THANK YOU!
What if we don't need to take
science next year?

You can pick an elective instead.
Universities are looking for a
rigorous senior year though. Taking
science can keep that door open.

